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Abstract

The present work has the purpose of showing the
evolution of topics or mathematical concepts that are
both, relevant and with marked grade of abstraction.

one of the most well-know
principles in the Constructivist cognitive is focused
to the acquisition of knowledge like an assimilation

process to a previous mental structure. Both the

On this report is specifically described
the utilization of Metacognitive tools. They are the
Concept Maps, the Gowin's heuristic Vee and the

American sources with psychologists like Ausubel
and Anderson; and the European approaches of

Clinical Interview. We show that they are efficient in

to the idea that the mental processes are guided by

the inquiry about what concept have mastered the

the need to give sense to the experience.

students of engineering at Comahue University.
Those students had approved the corresponding
course.

The Clinical Interview, the Conceptual
Maps and the application of the UVE, permit the
students to make an autoanalysis of their knowledge
about the topic.
Also, permits the professors a critical reflection of
how they are achieved their objectives, the causes of

that and the change that they should carry out in
order to achieve a meaningful learning of such a
substantial topic.

Piaget and his students in the School of Ginebra, lead

According to Ausubel when the learned
succeeds in establishing non arbitrary and essential
relationships between the new content and the ideas
already established in his cognitive structure, s/he
achieves the assimilation and learning is meaningful.
In this work the methods of clinical
interview, conceptual maps and UVE diagrams, in

order to analyze if the students of the career of
Engineering at the UNC, have learned the concept
of numerical sequences and mainly the definitio of
the limit of a numerical sequence.

With this purpose, individual interviews

Introduction
" To start a University career bring hopes
and fears into students. Whatever the motives that
move a student to register in a university career, the
expectation of academic success or failure is a
component that accompanies that decision. There are
many and varied motives that sustain the choice of a
career, there are also varied attitudes and expectations
from the students about their academic performance. "
(Rinaudo, 1996, Teach and Learn page 1).

"The professor explains to the student the
meanings already shared by the scientific community
about the educational of the curriculum.The student,
also feeds back the professor the meanings that S/he
understood.
If S/he fails to share the required meanings,

the professor can, again, negotiate, in a different o
way, the meanings accepted in the context of the
subject being developed. The student, somehow,

were carried on with a group of students group that
attended the course during the fall term in 1996 and
the spring in 1997.

Methodology
The used methodology consisted of carrying
on clinical interviews to the students that had already
passed the Calculus course, recording such interviews

and making the cognitive maps of every special
individual.

In order to project the activities carried out
with the students we used the learning UVE and in
organization of the evaluation and conclusions of the
researchers the heuristic UVE.

We gave the students, who participated
them all the necessary explanations to improve the
teacher-student interaction and we so gave a frame of
sincerity to the event.

reveals, again, the meanings that s/he grasped."
"The teaching is achieved when the meaning
of the material that the student grasps is the meaning

that the professor intends for the student." (Gowin,
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METHODOLOGICAL

CONCEPTUAL
1 Focus Question
2 Object/Event
3 Worldview
4 Philosophy
5 Theory
6 Principles
7 Concepts

11 Value claims
10 knowledge claims
9 Transformations
8 Records
The meaningful learning requires:

1. Focus Question

Predisposition of the student in order to learn
meaningfully.
Meaningful learning material.
Previous relevant knowledge or "anchorage."

How did the students learn the concepts of

numerical sequence and of limit of a numerical
sequence?.

The miss conceptions are resistant to the
change.

2. Object/ event
interviews to students who
Clinical
attended and passed the subject matter in the career

The previous knowledge conditions the
acquisition of new concepts.

The cognitive structure has a hierarchical

of Engineering.
order.

The conceptual map allows analyzing how
the student structures the acquired concepts.
The clinical interview could reveal the
structure of a specific or determined knowledge
of a student.
The production of the knowledge in a topic
could be understand and
analyzed by means of the heuristic UVE.
The tools mentioned would allow to
organize and plan the instruction.
If the evaluation puts repetition done from

3. Worldview:
The meaningful learning boosts
students because it leads them to construct their
knowledge in order, to causing gratifying feelings
and personal satisfaction being the only "builders"
of their knowledge. The specific topic of this work,
limit a succession and the concept closely bound to
it

the functional limit, are the main tools in all

differential calculation. The definitions of derivative

and integral lean on this concepts; they are the
powerful elements of application in all the branches
of applied calculus.

memory of manifesto it is because it is carrying a
learning
rote.

4. Philosophy

The scientific formation and methodology
The

permits the teacher to work on a high level of

experience of sharing

meanings leads to meaningful learning. A good

efficiency.

number of properties can be added to the concepts

To foment the work in interdisciplinary

that are introduced in the calculus class. Thus
student is in conditions of learning to do these

groups, with commitment, desires of teaching and
disposition in order to understand feelings of

constructions.

students and classmates, will permit a stronger
educational task.

5. Theory
7. Concepts

The adopted theory is the Ausubel Numerical sequences, functions, numeric
and natural numbers, limit of
numerical sequences, absolute value. Geometric

Novak- Gowin.

groups,

6. Principles

real

interpretation of successions and of the limit of a
The educational event includes
elements:
Student: the one who learns.
Professor: the one who teaches.
Knowledge: the material to be studied.
Context.
Evaluation.

numerical sequence.

five

8. Registrations
Record of clinical interviews.

Questionnaire

The concepts are the regularities that we
perceive in objects or events and they
are represented by a label.
Learning is the constructive integration of
thinking, acting and feeling

What do you understand for numerical
sequence?

Could you mention examples of the daily
life?

3

a

was very poor, few concepts were included and they
were not very well related.

Based on this representation, could you

The concepts of absolute value, arbitrary
small magnitudes (epsilon), the N(&) relationship,
were neither understood nor bounded among them.
There aren't any evidences left that determine the
role that these concepts play in the correct

How you do

represent graphically

numerical sequence?
give a definition of numerical sequence?
Which groups take place in this definition?
How could you classify the numerical
sequences?

What do you understand for limit, of a
numerical sequence?
Which concepts include the definition?
Which relationship exists between them?
Do all the successions have limit?

definitions.

In many cases, to explain or attempt to
clarify a not very familiar or confusing concept they
"you
appealed to expressions of the kind:
explained it, "what you have already said," etc.

The longer the time from the end of the
cause, the more lack of clarity and of capacity to
relate concepts. The graphic interpretation of the

Which properties allow to find the limit of
a numerical sequence?

Could you give a formal definition of a

definitions is, in these cases, only an outline of

numerical sequence?

Which utility do you see on the limits
definition, which role does N(&) play?
How do you interpret graphically the limit
of a numerical sequence?

concepts expressed wrongly and tied with examples
totally inappropriate.

11. Value Claims

9. Transformations

students' attitude was totally
the
mature. All
responsible and

1-The

active,

interviewees, in spite of being freshman students,

Analysis and interpretation of the clinical
interviews. The transformation was achieved by

showed interest to cooperate and they worried about
what they understood by themselves: lack of clarity

taking the conceptual maps which were made
unrecording the tapes.

Both the guide questionnaire utilized in
the interviews and the conceptual maps carried out
are annexed at the end of the work. Between them
there is the guide map, made up by the authors of

in the concepts and ignorance in some cases. It is
surprising in this aspect that the teacher stopped
playing a fundamental role and the students
themselves became, the responsible ones for this
conduct.

2- All the interviewees thanked, saying
that "the talk helped them to understand many

the work.

things." Others hoped that this work would helps
to diagnose the situation, to review the curricular

10. Knowledge claims
In all the interviews, pertinent concepts

contents and they manifested interest making

were identified. In some cases they were scarce and
they didn't allow to complete correctly the required

suggestions, for example, to give more importance
to the problems of application to engineering where
specific successions like the arithmetic's and
geometric's ones are often introduced.
3- All of them recognized that the
definition of limit could not be very well

definitions. In other cases these concepts had not
been assimilated
misconceptions.

correctly

giving

place

to

In general, the students' answers were not
very much related with the left part of the UVE.
Although the student was apparently active, s/he
didn't achieve, in most of the cases, to relate what
s/he said with the right concepts.
Most of the mentioned examples included
concepts wrongly used, for example:

understood in only one term. The students who
attended the course twice said that they assimilated
these concepts gradually during each course. They
could obtain very little advantage from the formal
definition of limit. They used the graphic
interpretation in order to pass the tests.

4-Everything that was said deserves a
deep reflection by the professor:

a) they confused numerical sequences with
numeric series.
b) The groups domain and codomain were
not correctly identified.
c) The examples didn't represent numerical
sequences.

The statements were in

all

4.1-We may wonder that if the answers are of
this type, is it valid all formalism and the severity
demanded in this topic?

4.2-It is truth that the development of such
topic contributes to fundamental concepts, but what

happens if the student cannot relate them to his
daily life experience?, What if they are not related
to the rest of the subject and the level of abstraction
and complexity requested make it impossible to
understand the basic part?.

the cases

related to the graphic interpretation of the
succession and numerical sequence limit concepts.

In most cases, the concepts that are in the
definitions already mentioned remained absent in
the construction of the map. In some cases the map

4.3-Perhaps we should work on adequate
methodological aspects in order to deal with these

4

definitions: incorporating conceptual maps or
interviews during the development of the topic. All
these elements could contribute to the learning of
this topic to be more meaningful and substantial,
less mechanical.
4.4-Science

changes,

man

requires

a

different handling of the tools of calculations, what

which should be used to solve
problems, it is possible that s/he won't be able to
connect successfully the new knowledge with more
general concepts of his cognitive structure that
could act as subsumes [Ausubel, 1968].
When this occurs the student begins to utilize
the rote learning as resource.
abstraction

was useful in the past and had an ethical and

d) Metodological Aspects

aesthetic value, does not have the same value these

days. The approach of this topic in this Curricula of
the career of Engineering deserves to
be
reconsidered
and
confronted
with
another
commitment by the professor and the authorities
that work in the organization of a career.

Analysis of the Result of the
Clinical Interviews

The methodology used for the subject doesn't
favor the meaningful learning but on the other hand

contrary tends to develop a memoristic learning
where the student should solve and operate
mechanically by means of the application of a
definition

e) Regularity Conditions of the Subject
Matter

Considering the results of the interviews we
wonder:

The student passes the subject with partial
tests where the topic involved is tested by asking
him to "try" using the definition or simple
calculating the limit of a given function.. In both
cases it is possible to get favorable result without

Why these students, who have recently
attended and passed Calculus cannot express
their knowledge about the topic?

understanding the concept.

We could think that there is a multiplicity of
factors that could be ordered in the following way:

Conclusion

a) Contextual Factors

Considering the previous question:

Type of career: in the curriculum of the

Is it possible that the students,
meaningfully, the concept of limit?

career to which these students belong, mathematics
and especially the investigated topic has an

learn

operational sense, in other words, it is used as
basic tool without important implications in the
future.

High quantity of student

We believe that, whenever you keep in mind
the following conditions:

Few teachers

Too long syllabuses for the time given to the
term.

1. That the student takes on the commitment

of learning calculus from a wider optic, which
b) Conceptual Deficiencies

won't consider it as mere operational tool.

In this aspect we wonder which conceptual

2. That the professor keeps in mind the
previous concepts of the students, the conceptual
necessary contents in order to undertake the topic
and if necessary using previous organizators as a
bridge between what the student knows what and
s/he which needs to knows and what s/he needs in
order to learn the concept of limit meaningfully.

contents should the students have in order to learn

Limit?
Functions: definition and construction and
graphic interpretation
Numerous successions
Intervals
The

professor
contents with the

3. That the material used
meaningful, in other words:

should not confuse these
alternative, spontaneous or

c) Previous Concepts
When

the student is
with high level

explained with

of formality

potentially

clear, [plausible] and non arbitrary, or as
Ausubel himself says" that it has a logical meaning
or internal logic and real or psychological
meaning."
We can appreciate that it is possible to
improve the learning of topics like that analyzed at
university level, but this requires commitment and
effort from the students and professor, flexibility of

erroneous conceptions that the students could use
in order to use formal definitions.

definition

is

a

and

5

the themes

and the acceptance that there are
pedagogic problems and the possible search of
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solutions.
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